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A BSTRACT
We provide a new remote attestation scheme for secure processor technology, which is secure in the
presence of an All Digital State Observing (ADSO) adversary. To accomplish this, we obfuscate
session signing keys using a silicon Physical Unclonable Function (PUF) with an extended interface
that combines the LPN-PUF concept with a repetition code for small failure probabilities, and we
introduce a new signature scheme that only needs a message dependent subset of a session signing
key for computing a signature and whose signatures cannot be successfully forged even if one subset
per session signing key leaks. Our solution for remote attestation shows that results computed by
enclaves can be properly verified even when an ADSO-adversary is present. For N = 2l sessions,
implementation results show that signing takes 934.9 + 0.6 · l ms and produces a signature of
8.2 + 0.03 · l KB, and verification by a remote user takes 118.2 + 0.4 · l ms. During initialization,
generation of all session keys takes 819.3 · N ms and corresponding storage is 3 · 10−5 + 0.12 · N
MB.
Keywords Remote Attestation · One Time Signatures · Secure Processor Architecture · Physical Unclonable Function
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Introduction

Secure processor architecture design [1–9] is based on two core principles: hardware isolation and remote attestation.
Hardware isolation allows one to run a code snippet in a so-called enclave that is isolated from the OS and other
enclaves with the goal to keep its internal computations private. Hardware isolation implements access control which,
for example, disallows the OS to access reserved DRAM for enclaves. Besides being able to execute code in a trusted
execution environment that guarantees privacy, a remote user also needs to be able to verify whether a computed result
originated from the executed code. Remote attestation is a protocol that signs and binds a computed result to the enclave
code that produced it and the processor identity.
Hardware isolation has shown to be elusive. With the developing capabilities of adversaries and side channel attacks,
vulnerabilities of secure processors continuously keep getting exploited leaking private digital state of the processor. A
recent survey [10] has shown that Intel SGX has been susceptible to a wide range of attacks in the recent years [11–39].
We may conclude that hardware isolation as is implemented today for executing enclave code cannot guarantee privacy.
In fact, any internally computed enclave value may potentially leak; we cannot make any solid privacy guarantee.
Nevertheless hardware isolation does offer the guarantee that unmodified enclave code executes. That is, the enclave
code itself may have vulnerabilities and can possibly be exploited through its own I/O interactions, but the secure
processor architecture does not add additional attack points that can be used (by, for example, the OS) to modify enclave
code. So, while privacy cannot be guaranteed, we can still guarantee untampered enclave execution.
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A remote user needs remote attestation to verify the results produced by such an enclave. However, since all digital
states of the secure processor can potentially leak, how can we design a Remote Attestation (RA) scheme which remains
secure under a strong All Digital State Observing (ADSO) adversary? From the perspective of the ADSO adversary, the
processor is a white box with no hidden functionalities, which reveals all its internal digital state all the time, and which
allows it to be used through its interface specifications. This seems to suggest that we cannot rely on any secret digital
key, hence, we cannot use our crypto tool kit. Current remote attestation protocols [40–46] commonly rely on some
level of digital privacy and therefore seem not applicable.
If a secret digital key leaks in a forward secure scheme, then all next keys are potentially exposed implying that the
corresponding public key needs to be revoked. Additional mechanisms to minimize the damage of key exposure, i.e.,
intrusion detection and prompt key revocation, are required [47]. To overcome this shortcoming, key-insulated schemes
(KIS) [48–52] and intrusion-resilient schemes (IRS) [53, 54] are proposed in order to protect future as well as past
secret keys even if the current key is leaked. However, KIS and IRS assume for signing a ‘user’ and a ‘base’ that are not
compromised together at the same time. We want to resist the much stronger ADSO adversary who can observe all
digital state (of both the ‘user’ and ‘base’ at the same time). We do not want to depend on distributed trust or a trusted
third party in our RA protocol.
We propose a RA protocol between an RA enclave at the secure processor and a remote user. Even though the enclave
cannot base security on secret digital state, we allow it to have access to a Physical Unclonable Function (PUF) which
implements secret ‘analogue’ state. However, as soon as any analogue state is interpreted in digital state for computation,
the digital state leaks to the ADSO adversary. Nevertheless, by introducing a new signature scheme, we show that we
can use such digital state to build a secure RA protocol.
The ADSO adversary
• can compromise and alter the OS, run own enclave code, and can execute or interact with instantiations of the
RA enclave,
• can observe all digital state, which includes all intermediate digital values computed by the RA enclave as
well as all digital storage together with register values, permanent storage, and fused (endorsement) keys,
• cannot circumvent hardware isolation in that it must adhere to the access control implemented for the PUF,
for persistent on-chip digital storage, and for the RA enclave. In particular, the ADSO adversary cannot
circumvent the usual access to digital state and tamper with values computed inside the RA enclave or stored
in the on-chip digital storage.
• We assume that the secure processor keeps on functioning according to its specification. This implies no
embedded hardware Trojan or other physical attack that changes processor functionality.
We stress that our RA solution does not involve a Trusted Third Party (TTP) who, for example, may provides new keys
and is in charge of key management. Relying on a TTP requires trust in some company out of users’ control. When we
buy secure processors, we do not want continued dependence on a third party that can make unilateral decisions, instead
we want digital autonomy. Our proposed RA enclave can be bootstrapped by any user without need for permission
from another third-party. In particular, the owner of the processor does not need to ask for help/permission from another
entity and can remain digitally autonomous.
1.1

Approach

Figure 1 illustrates our RA solution that resists the powerful ADSO adversary. At the core of our solution we use (1) an
obfuscation mechanism based on a PUF with tight access control, that is, each enclave has access to its own subset of
the challenge response space of the PUF, and we use (2) a new signing primitive, called a One Time Signature with
Secret Key Exposure (OTS-SKE) scheme consisting of K EY G EN, S IGN, and V ERIFY. The OTS-SKE primitive has the
property that signing a message during a session uses a subset of the “session signing key", where the subset is message
specific. Its security guarantee states that if each session signs at most one message, then the collection of all the sub
keys over all sessions (from past, current, and future) cannot help an adversary forge a signature for a new message.
Therefore, the ADSO adversary cannot learn useful information from digital state computed during the RA enclave for
spoofing remote attestation. Also, the untrusted memory only stores obfuscated session keys and is of no help to the
ADSO adversary as it cannot have access to the corresponding challenge response space (of the PUF).
We do not assume any adversary during initialization mode where K EY G EN generates a public key and a sequence of
session keys, and stores all the session keys in an obfuscated form. An ADSO adversary during initialization would
learn much more than only a subset of each session key per session, and would be able to break the remote attestation
solution. Initialization mode is a one-time event during which RA is bootstrapped. It happens before the continuously
active operation mode where signatures are being generated and the ADSO adversary is present.
2
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Figure 1: Remote Attestation Enclave.
The remote user uses the public key (which is universal for all sessions) to verify the received signature. During the
remote attestation protocol, the remote user uses a fresh nonce and this convinces the remote user that the signature
is fresh and must come from the remote attestation enclave. Since the message is a combination of the result of a
computation by an application enclave together with the application enclave’s hash/measurement, the remote user is
able to identify both the application enclave and the processor (which corresponds to a unique PUF) on which it is
executed.
1.2

Contributions and Outline

Our contributions and outline are as follows:
• Section 2 carefully describes the Trusted Computing Base (TCB) which consists of a PUF, a persistent
tamper-resistant on-chip store, hardware isolation for access control, and a True Random Number Generator
(TRNG). Our solution uses a strong silicon PUF and we explain an extended PUF interface (for any enclave)
which combines in a new way the LPN-PUF concept [55, 56] together with a repetition code in order to reach
a small failure probability.
• Section 3 introduces the new OTS-SKE signature primitive. We show a post-quantum secure OTS-SKE
primitive by adopting a second pre-image resistance (SPR) Merkle tree construction [57].
• In Section 4 we provide a new remote attestation protocol that can resist the above described ADSO adversary
who can observe all digital states. The protocol does not rely on a trusted third party and offers digital
autonomy instead.
• Simulation results are in Section 5: For N = 2l sessions, signing takes 934.9 + 0.6 · l ms and produces a
signature of 8.2 + 0.03 · l KB, and verification by a remote user takes 118.2 + 0.4 · l ms. During initialization,
generation of all session keys takes 819.3 · N ms and corresponding storage is 3 · 10−5 + 0.12 · N MB.
Our RA solution offers secure verification of computed results. In a way it offers an audible heartbeat of the processor
showing that it is alive and healthy.

2

Trusted Computing Base (TCB)

The TCB consists of a PUF, a persistent tamper-resistant on-chip store, hardware isolation for access control, and a
TRNG:
Physical Unclonable Function (PUF). Since we cannot rely on digital secret state alone, we use a PUF as a sort of
analogue master key which can be used to produce a one time padding mechanism for obfuscating keys (in our case
3
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obfuscating session signing keys for remote attestation). In order to avoid an adversary from “reading out” all the PUF’s
‘key material’ or challenge-response pairs, we require a so-called strong PUF in the sense that it has an ‘exponentially’
large challenge-response space (that cannot be read out in ‘feasible time’) and the behavior of the strong PUF cannot
be cloned (based on assuming the hardness of machine-learning the PUF’s challenge-response behavior and based on
assuming that manufacturing variations that produce the PUF’s behavior cannot be duplicated in hardware). By using
the PUF we get rid off persistent secret digital state (like a master key).
Persistent Tamper-Resistant On-Chip Store. Instead of a persistent secret digital state, we may use a small persistent
tamper-resistant on-chip store for maintaining persistent public digital state. This can be used to store for example a
root-hash of an authentication tree for memory integrity checking, which in turn can be used to store, as we will propose
for remote attestation, an irreversible counter and a corresponding universal public key. The on-chip store cannot be
modified by the powerful ADSO adversary (as this would require certain physical access to the processor which we
assume is not one of the attacker capabilities). The on-chip store is non-volatile memory which stores persistent state
across context switches or enclave removal after which an enclave’s execution resumes or restarts. Such persistent state
is necessary for implementing access control of managed keys.
Hardware Isolation. Hardware isolation provides two security properties. First, under a much less capable ‘default’
adversarial model hardware isolation provides secure enclave execution such that the OS or other enclaves cannot
access intermediate computed values or reserved DRAM. Under the ADSO adversarial model, all digital state can be
leaked and we assume that in this sense the hardware isolation barrier is crossed and does not offer privacy.
Second, hardware isolation is at its core implemented as an access control system. E.g., the virtual to physical (DRAM)
address translation is mixed with an efficient access control mechanism that disallows the OS to access reserved enclave
DRAM. This type of access control is not based on any secrets and is hard coded in hardware. Under the ADSO
adversarial model this type of hardware isolation is not compromised. In particular, access to the PUF and the persistent
tamper-resistant on-chip store can be made enclave dependent – and the strong adversary cannot circumvent such access
control (since we assume that it cannot modify the processor’s hardware).
We will propose to automatically embed the enclave’s measurement in any challenge that is input to the PUF – this
guarantees that different enclaves get access to different ‘partitions’ of the challenge-response space. We will also
propose to allow an enclave to allocate and reserve memory in the on-chip store such that no other enclave can modify
(overwrite) this memory (notice that the ADSO adversary can read this memory since all digital state becomes visible
to him/her).
True Random Number Generator (TRNG). In order to generate new keys, we may use some pseudo random number
generator based on some secret seed. Since the ADSO adversary can read all digital state, possibly including such a
seed, one will need to discard the seed immediately after new keys have been generated. However, if the seed was
extracted out of a mix of previous digital state of the system as a whole, then the ADSO adversary may now be able to
successfully predict (the whole or a large fraction of) the seed. For this reason, it is important to use a TRNG such that
the ADSO-adversary is guaranteed not to have any information about such a seed.
Trusted Computing Base (TCB). The TCB consists of (1) assuming secrecy of the internal analogue processing
of the PUF (i.e., the PUF’s analogue internal working in the form of a predictive model that has learned about the
manufacturing variations that cause each fabricated PUF to illicit unique behavior remains hidden and ‘unclonable’),
(2) assumes tamper resistance of a small persistent on-chip store, and (3) assumes tamper resistance of the hardware
isolation functionality of the secure processor that regulates access control to modules (such as the PUF and on-chip
store above) and to enclave code instructions (making sure its flow is uninterrupted and only enclave code is executed),
and (4) assumes a TRNG. Only when considering a less capable adversary, the TCB may be extended with hardware
isolation that allows executing secure enclaves without other enclaves or the OS being able to observe its intermediate
computations. Such privacy property is not assumed for the ADSO adversary.
Below we detail our proposed PUF interface, on-chip store interface, and explain shortly that our schemes are compatible
with any existing secure processor architecture technology.
2.1

PUF Interface

Intuitively, a strong silicon PUF is a fingerprint of a chip, that leverages process manufacturing variation to generate a
unique function taking “challenges” as input and generating “responses” as output, which cannot be cloned in hardware
(the PUF’s internal behavior, e.g. its unique physical characteristics or behavior of its wires, cannot be read out
accurately enough; also it is not feasible to manufacture two PUFs with the same responses to a significant subset
4
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of challenges) and cannot be efficiently learned given a “polynomial number” of challenge response pairs (making
it impossible to impersonate/clone the function’s behavior to a new random challenge in software). This informal
definition implies that a ‘strong’ PUF must have a large number of challenge response pairs so that only an insignificant
fraction can be read out within a practical time window. One possibility is to create an ‘exponentially’ large challenge
response space and assume that machine learning is computational hard for the PUF design. Another option is to
throttle access to the PUF so that it must take a too long time window for reading out a sufficient number of challenge
response pairs. For a more detailed discussion see [58]. Our PUF interface does not throttle access because we want to
achieve as high as a throughput as possible for key generation and signing such that our solution has wider applicability.
For completeness, we notice that responses are measured and are subject to measurement noise due to voltage and
temperature variations and aging. Since responses are subject to measurement noise, one can observe response reliability
rather than just the plain response and this allows more accurate machine learning [59, 60].
We introduce a secure processor hardware extension, called EPUF, which can only be called from inside an enclave.
Given a challenge c, EPUF takes the unique measurement MRENCLAVE of the enclave (computed as a hash of the
enclave code) and concatenates it with the challenge. Then, it takes the hash of this value and feeds this new input to the
PUF, and finally returns the PUF response. This partitions access to the PUF among enclaves: Two different enclaves
can only access the PUF for the same input if their challenges c and c0 together with their measurements M and M 0
form a hash collision Hash(M kc) = Hash(M 0 kc0 ). Assuming a collision resistant hash function, even an intelligently
designed enclave will only find collisions with negligible probability. As a result, it is as if the PUF’s actual challenge
response space is partitioned among different enclaves. In this way we can make the EPUF functionality available to all
enclaves, and not have to restrict it to just certain specific ‘legitimate’ enclaves (so that adversarially designed enclaves
are prevented from obtaining challenge response pairs that are used by legitimate enclaves). The EPUF functionality in
essence gives each enclave its own private PUF – and the ADSO adversary cannot circumvent the EPUF interface and
break this property.
Existence of Strong PUFs. The current state-of-the-art strong silicon PUF design is the Interpose PUF (iPUF) [61].
The iPUF is a combination of two XOR Arbiter PUFs that are connected through a kind of forwarding mechanism
(where the response bit of the ‘top’ XOR Arbiter PUF is inserted in the middle of the challenge for the ‘lower’ XOR
Arbiter PUF). The iPUF has seen recent ML based attacks [60, 62] and calls the existence of a strong PUF into question.
Even though the published attacks still seem to leave concrete parameter settings for which the iPUF attacks have not
yet been demonstrated, it remains an open problem for how long such settings remain secure (and parameter settings
cannot be chosen too ‘large’ as this hurts the reliability of the iPUF). It may very well be, that the iPUF design itself
will need to be adapted by replacing Arbiter PUFs with Feed Forward Arbiter PUFs together with a whole new ML
based security analysis.
In this paper, we assume the existence of a strong silicon PUF. We notice that if such a strong silicon PUF does not
exist, then we need to implement (part of) the extended PUF interface as discussed below in hardware (to redefine and
replace the EPUF functionality) and assume that its digital computation is not visible to the ADSO adversary. That is,
we need to slightly weaken the ADSO adversary and assume that no side channel attack or other mechanism can be
used to leak the internal digital computation in the hardware implementation of (part of) the extended PUF interface
(this increases the TCB). Since the underlying PUF is now protected by the hardware implementation of (part of) the
extended PUF interface, we can replace the iPUF with the original Arbiter PUF. Even though Arbiter PUFs can easily
be broken using ML [63], the interface disallows direct access to its challenge response pairs and makes such ML
impossible (the security is reduced to the hardness of inverting the underlying pseudo random function and solving the
LPN problem on which the interface is based). See [56] as an example of how part of an extended PUF interface may
be implemented in hardware (FPGA).
Notice that [56] uses a Ring Oscilator (RO) PUF which is weak in the sense that it always reconstructs the same
response vector and this vector is combined with the LPN concept. In a larger TCB where we assume that the hardware
implementation of the extended PUF interface does not leak digitally computed values to the adversary, we implicitly
assume defense mechanisms to thwart side channel leakage. In practice one always leaks some information with every
execution of the interface, hence, a single repeatedly reconstructed response vector will ultimately leak. For this reason,
we propose the Arbiter PUF which has a large challenge response space allowing for fresh responses.
To correct for measurement noise, we will not want to use fuzzy extractors which use public "helper information"
in the form of parity check information of an error correcting code applied to responses. Linear parity checks also
leak information about reconstructed responses. And sufficient information may then be used to machine learn the
Arbiter PUF. Since it is unclear whether such an attack is hard or not, we propose to use the LPN based concept which
eliminates such ML modeling of the Arbiter PUF because the security of the extended PUF interface is reduced to the
hardness of the LPN problem.

5
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Figure 2: The EPUF call takes a challenge C ∈ {0, 1}λ and computes a hash with the measurement of the enclave
MRENCLAVE to produce a challenge for the PUF. The response R ∈ {0, 1} of the PUF is the output of the EPUF call.
Extended PUF Interface. We explain our extended PUF interface which calls the EPUF functionality, see Figure 2.
We notice that this extended interface computes in an enclave, hence, all its intermediate computed digital values are
observed by the ADSO adversary. For this reason we should not repeatedly use the same EPUF output from a remote
attestation session to the next remote attestation session for bootstrapping some signing operation. This is the main
reason to use a strong PUF (and not build an extended interface around a so-called weak PUF, which has a ‘small’
challenge response space, as in [55, 56]).
In Arbiter PUF like designs such as the iPUF, two stimuli race against each other following complementary paths
indicated by a challenge c. Which stimulus arrives first determines the response bit r ∈ {0, 1}. The difference in arrival
times of the stimuli is modeled as a difference in aggregated delays that characterize each of the two paths. Without
measurement noise, this is a deterministic function. With measurement noise, the arrival times may vary and as a result
the response bit flips. Let pc be the probability that the response bit flips due to measurement noise given a selected
challenge c. Different challenges indicate different complementary paths over which stimuli race against each other.
And for this reason the pc are generally different for different c. Challenge c is selected uniformly from the challenge
space, denoted by {0, 1}λ . This gives rise to a distribution of pc with respect to the uniform distribution c over the
challenge space {0, 1}λ . So, when letting r be a first measurement, r0 be a second measurement, and e = r + r0 (XOR
operation) represent the error between the two, then the probability r 6= r0 is equal to
1 X
P r[e = 1] = λ
pc = E[pc ]
2
λ
c∈{0,1}

(where the probability is over uniformly selected c). We will denote this probability by P and assume P ≤ 1/2.
When generating a challenge response pair by calling G ET CRP(s, x, c), see Algorithm 1 for details, we use inputs
s, x, c as random seeds; proper usage of G ET CRP discards and forgets s and x after obtaining the outputted challenge
response pair (C, R); c will be part of C. The EPUF functionality is used to get response bits ri,j based on challenges
Hash(ikjkc) derived from challenge seed c. We use a ‘repetition code’ of length 2k + 1 to encode bits xi as
(yi,1 = xi + ri,1 , . . . , yi,2k+1 = xi + ri,2k+1 ). These repetition code words, collectively denoted by y, become part
of challenge C. The repetition code will allow us to correct for measurement errors and obtain a confidence score
reflecting how certain we are about whether an xi = 0 or xi = 1 was encoded:
0
After re-measuring response bits ri,j
in G ET R ESPONSE(C), see Algorithm 1 for details, we add these to the yi,j and this
0
leads to a true repetition code word with errors: (x0i,1 = xi + ei,1 , . . . , x0i,2k+1 = xi + ei,2k+1 ) where ei,j = ri,j + ri,j
.
Decoding of the repetition code is simply by majority voting and if the vote wins by k + 1 + j votes against k − j
votes, then we call j its confidence score con. The confidence score coni of a majority vote x0i tells us about how likely
x0i = xi . (Our construction uses a repetition code, however, other error correcting codes can be used as well and may
lead to an improved parameter setting.)

It turns out that in practice the EPUF functionality provides biased response bits (due to a bias in the comparator(s)
used in silicon PUF designs), e.g., for 47% of all challenges the response bit is a 1 and for 53% of all challenges the
response bit is a 0. This implies that (yi,1 = xi + ri,1 , . . . , yi,2k+1 = xi + ri,2k+1 ) reveals some information about xi
(the values ri,j can be seen as errors at error rate 0.47) and we can learn bits xi up to some bias. The bias in xi given
information y gets larger the longer the repetition code, i.e., the larger k. If we do not mind the resulting bias, then we
may replace challenge C by (c, y, f (0kx)) and use R = f (1kx). This allows us to remove the matrix multiplication in
G ET CRP and Gaussian elimination from G ET R ESPONSE, especially the latter can become a bottleneck in achieving
high throughput. However, in this study we do mind the bias and therefore adapt the strategy of [55, 56] in G ET CRP
and use the random input s together with a fixed publicly known a-priori selected random binary λ × m matrix A to
compute b = s · A + x. Challenge C contains vector b and we notice that knowledge of b, A, and biased vector x
reduces to the Learning Parity with Noise (LPN) problem. Assuming its computational hardness shows that s remains
secret. See [55, 56] for references and discussion, current state-of-the-art algorithms for solving the LPN problem in
6
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Algorithm 1 Extended PUF Interface
A ∈ {0, 1}λ×m is a global variable a-priori chosen as a random matrix; Hash(.) is a collision resistant hash function
and f (.) is a pseudo random function; inputs s ∈ {0, 1}λ , x ∈ {0, 1}m , c ∈ {0, 1}λ are assumed to be (pseudo)
random (based on a PRNG with random seed extracted from a TRNG); All +-operations are binary (XOR) except
when counting confidence coni ; See Algorithm 3, ModeID indicates an enclave instantiation which calls the extended
PUF interface.
1: procedure G ET CRP(s, x, c )
2:
for i ∈ {1, . . . , m}, j ∈ {1, . . . , 2k + 1} do
3:
ri,j = EP U F (Hash(ikjkckModeID))
4:
yi,j = xi + ri,j
5:
end for
6:
y = {yi,j }
7:
b=s·A+x
8:
C = (c, y, b, f (0ks))
9:
R = f (1ks)
10:
return CRP pair (C, R)
11: end procedure
1: procedure G ET R ESPONSE(C)
2:
Extract (c, y, b, f0 ) = C
3:
i = 1; SizeI = 0; F oundAI =false
4:
while i ≤ m and F oundAI =false do
5:
coni = 0
6:
for j ∈ {1, . . . , 2k + 1} do
0
7:
ri,j
= EP U F (Hash(ikjkckModeID))
0
8:
x0i,j = yi,j + ri,j
0
9:
. x0i,j = xi + ei,j where ei,j = ri,j + ri,j
0
10:
coni = coni + xi,j
11:
end for
12:
if 2k + 1 − coni ≥ k + 1 then
13:
x0i = 0, coni = (2k + 1 − coni ) − (k + 1)
14:
end if
15:
if coni ≥ k + 1 then
16:
x0i = 1, coni = coni − (k + 1)
17:
end if
P2k+1
18:
. Both cases: coni = |k + 1/2 − j=1 ei,j | − 1/2
19:
. x0i equals the majority vote among {x0i,j }2k+1
j=1
P2k+1
20:
. x0i = xi if and only if j=1 ei,j ≥ k + 1
21:
if coni ≥ T = k − d(2k + 1)P e then
22:
Add i to set I and SizeI++
23:
Let AI be the columns of A indexed by I
24:
if AI has full row rank then F oundAI =true
25:
end if
26:
i++
27:
end while
28:
if F oundAI =true then
29:
Reduce AI to a square invertible matrix
30:
Corresponding to AI define bI and xI
31:
Solve bI = s · AI + x0I , i.e., s = (bI + x0I ) · A−1
I
32:
if f0 = f (0ks) then return R = f (1ks)
33:
end if
34:
return false
35: end procedure

7
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subexponential time 2Ω(λ/ log λ) assume a much larger bias and assume a sufficient number of equations m = Ω(λ2 ),
where m is the number of columns of matrix A, which is only m = O(λ) in our extended PUF interface (see below).
For this reason we assume that λ also represents the security parameter for the LPN problem to which the extended
PUF interface is reduced.
Matrix A needs to have many columns (m large enough) in order to find a square invertible submatrix AI that
corresponds to columns that relate to confident x0i . This would mean that we have correctly retrieved xI = (xi )i∈I in
G ET R ESPONSE and are able to solve the equation b = s · A + x and retrieve the correct s. Of course we cannot be sure
and therefore we include in C the pseudo random function value f (0ks) so that we can check whether we obtained
the correct s (and, hence, our confident x0i are indeed without error). Once s is retrieved we can compute the response
R = f (1ks) in G ET R ESPONSE:
(C, R) = ( (c, y, b, f (0ks)), f (1ks) ).
We need a pseudo random function f (.) otherwise f (0ks) in challenge C reveals information about s which can
possibly be used to break the LPN problem or f (0ks) may be malleable so that information about response R = f (1ks)
can be computed without gaining knowledge about s itself.
Vector R has λ bits and is used to obfuscate keys in this paper. For this reason it is important to make sure the
G ET R ESPONSE functionality does not fail and is indeed able to retrieve s with high probability. If we implement remote
attestation, then we are fine with a failure probability of 0.0001 because we can simply ask for a second signature if the
first one fails to be produced or verified. When the response R is used to obfuscate keys in other (crypto) protocols, then
we may not get away with a failure probability of 0.0001 and we may require a much smaller 10−15 failure probability
based on using a longer repetition code. A more simple solution is to generate multiple R, each used to mask the
same key. If all, say u, masks fail (i.e., G ET R ESPONSE fails), then this only happens with probability 0.0001u which
becomes negligibly small for relatively small u.
Table 1: Parameters for λ = 128 and P = 0.1.
m
560
392
374
356

k
17
8
7
6

fail
0.976 · 10−15
0.953 · 10−5
0.995 · 10−4
1.02 · 10−3

# EPUF calls
19600
6664
5610
4628

storage chall.
2.6 KB
0.91 KB
0.78 KB
0.66 KB

Failure Probability Analysis. Appendix A proves upper bounds on the failure probability of the extended PUF
interface (due to too much measurement noise). Table 1 shows for λ = 128 (this implies sufficient security with respect
to the LPN problem, see [55, 56]) how the failure probability decreases as ≈ 1.0 · 10−(3+u) for m = 356 + 18u and
k = 6 + u. From these parameters we infer that
m(2k + 1) = (356 + 18u)(13 + 2u)
EPUF calls are needed in order to retrieve the responses for each extended PUF interface call. In order to store a
challenge we need 2λ + m bits plus the m(2k + 1) response bits.
EPUF calls take about ∼ 10 µs on a 180nm Complex Programmable Logic Device [64] (CPLDs here can be considered
as small scale FPGAs): The number of EPUF calls will be our main bottleneck – depending on the application, a
parallelized hardware implementation is needed to mitigate this bottleneck; in our simulations we use 2k + 1 PUFs
in parallel for retrieving all the responses of the repetition code. Another optimization is to not retrieve all x0i and
sort and choose those with highest confidences, but to first select a set corresponding to confidences coni ≥ T , where
T = k − d(2k + 1)P e is a threshold (the analysis of Appendix A holds for this selection strategy). As soon as λ + j
positions with confidences at least T have been found that correspond to a subset of columns of A that together have
full row rank, then we can extract a column-reduced invertible submatrix AI and continue G ET R ESPONSE without
the need to call EPUF for the other remaining positions which have not yet been investigated. Amortized over all
G ET R ESPONSE queries this will save a fraction of EPUF calls.
One-Time Pad (OTP) Interface. We use the extended PUF interface to have access to challenge response pairs where
responses are typically λ = 128 bits. These responses can be used to One-Time Pad (OTP) sensitive information such
as keys, as depicted in detail in Algorithm 2. Here, we first OTP a Key which in turn is used to encrypt a larger Vector
using AES symmetric key encryption. This is because each EPUF call takes about 10 µs and the extended PUF interface
needs, e.g., 5610 EPUF calls per Key for failure probability ≈ 10−4 taking much more time than one AES call. (We
remark that if OTP is used for multiple vectors, then we do not need to include c as a component of challenge C in
OTP; we only need to remember one mapping from which a sequence of c values can be generated. This will save
some storage.)
8
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Algorithm 2 One-Time Pad Interface
We assume a Pseudo Random Number Generator (PRNG) bootstrapped from an initial seed to generate pseudo random
bit strings.
1: procedure OTP(Vector)
2:
(s, x, c, Key) ← PRNG(seed)
3:
(C, R) ← G ET CRP(s, x, c)
4:
OTPKey ← (C, Key ⊕R)
5:
(K1 , . . . , Kk ) =Vector
6:
AESVector = (AESKey (K1 ), . . . , AESKey (Kk ))
7:
OTPVector = (AESVector, OTPKey)
8:
return OTPVector
9: end procedure
1: procedure OTP INVERSE(OTPVector)
2:
(AESVector, OTPKey) = OPTVector
3:
(C, z) ← OTPKey
4:
R ← G ET R ESPONSE(C)
5:
Key ← z ⊕ R
6:
(C1 , . . . , Ck ) =AESVector
−1
7:
Vector = (AES−1
Key (C1 ), . . . , AESKey (Ck ))
8:
return Vector
9: end procedure

Figure 3: Key Obfuscation.

Traditionally, besides device authentication, PUFs have been used to obfuscate master keys in hardware. That is, rather
than fusing a master key in hardware, a master key one-time padded with a response is fused in hardware. The circuitry
uses a hard-coded challenge to extract the response from the PUF with which the master key can be retrieved. Here,
only a so-called weak PUF with one (or a couple) challenge response pairs is needed. This approach means that the
master key remains hidden in power-off mode. Algorithm 2 extends this traditional OTP mechanism to an interface that
can obfuscate any key or data of one’s choice.
Figure 3 puts all ingredients together in one larger flow diagram. The extended PUF interface and OTP reside in
the enclave while the EPUF functionality is in the TCB. In the remote attestation scheme we only use OTP during
initialization mode where we do not assume any adversary. Once initialization mode ends, the seed used by the PRNG
in OTP must be discarded because in operation mode the ADSO adversary will be present. The next subsection explains
mode selection in more detail.
2.2

On-Chip Store Interface

The proposed on-chip storage with interface in Table 2 allows each enclave to allocate persistent and tamper resistant
storage (non-volatile memory) in the form of one single block of data. In the ADSO adversarial model all digital state
9
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becomes available to the adversary including the content of the on-chip store. For this reason we allow the storage to
be publicly accessible in that all its content can be read using ELOADa by any enclave or (untrusted) OS. However,
only the enclave can allocate its persistent on-chip storage by using EALL and only the enclave can write data into its
allocated block by using ESTORE. This implies that the content of the enclave’s storage can only be controlled by the
enclave itself and can be used to implement for example a persistent irreversible counter (for our RA scheme), such that
even the ADSO adversary cannot circumvent the access control implemented by the interface.
Command
EALL

Permission
MRENCLAVE

EDALLa

Anywhere

EDALL

MRENCLAVE

ELOADa
ELOAD

Anywhere
MRENCLAVE

ESTORE

MRENCLAVE

Argument
-

Action
Allocates and writes the pair (MRENCLAVE,nill)
if a pair for MRENCLAVE does not already exist
MRENCLAVE Resets the pair (MRENCLAVE,Data) to a default empty value
if it exists
Resets the pair (MRENCLAVE,Data) to a default empty value
if it exists
Outputs all pairs of the persistent on-chip store
Outputs Data if pair (MRENCLAVE,Data) exists,
Outputs Fail if no pair for MRENCLAVE exists
DataNew
Overwrites Data with DataNew in (MRENCLAVE, Data) if it
exists
Table 2: Interface to persistent on-chip store.

We have two additional commands: ELOAD allows the enclave itself to easily read its own storage (without having to
read the whole content of the on-chip store as in ELOADa). EDALLa allows the OS to do memory management (in
case the designer of the enclave code did not include appropriate code for de-allocation). In order for the OS to specify
MRENCLAVE as an argument in EDALLa, it can use ELOADa. Since EDALLa can be called from anywhere, this is
the only method for an adversary to break persistence (by removing an enclave’s allocated storage).
Algorithm 3 On-Chip Persistent Store Interface Extension
We assume a M EMORY I NTEGRITY C HECKING mechanism with a RootHash stored in the persistent on-chip store for
the enclave [65]; we assume the leaves of an authenticated search tree represent pairs (ModeID,State) where ModeID
represents the identity of an instantiation of the enclave’s execution with State being a data block which represents
the current state or progress made by this instantiation. State is generally updated by I NITIALIZATION M ODE and
O PERATION M ODE and as soon as an updated State is evicted from the cache, M EMORY I NTEGRITY C HECKING is used
to store it in off-chip untrusted memory with an updated RootHash in the persistent on-chip store for the enclave.
1: procedure M ODE S ELECTION W RAPPER(ModeID)
2:
x ← ELOAD
3:
if x =Fail then
4:
EALL
5:
Use M EMORY I NTEGRITY C HECKING:
6:
To store (ModeID,Default) and build tree
7:
Continue I NITIALIZATION M ODE(ModeID)
8:
else
9:
RootHash= x
10:
Use M EMORY I NTEGRITY C HECKING
11:
To find a pair (ModeID,State)
12:
if pair does not exist then
13:
Use M EMORY I NTEGRITY C HECKING:
14:
To store (ModeID,Default)
15:
Continue I NITIALIZATION M ODE(ModeID)
16:
else
17:
Continue O PERATION M ODE(State)
18:
. O PERATION M ODE is in charge of DALL
19:
end if
20:
end if
21: end procedure
Mode Selection Wrapper. Figure 4 depicts a flow diagram of a wrapper which is used to select when main code
should start in initialization mode or operation mode. Detailed pseudo code is given in Algorithm 3. The selection is
10
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Figure 4: Mode Selection.
based on the data block stored for the enclave in the persistent on-chip store. The data block represents the state in
which operation mode should continue. The wrapper takes as input a ModeID which tells the enclave which version of
its execution should proceed. There may be multiple ModeID that are being executed since multiple copies of the same
enclave may have been created in parallel, each executing for a different ModeID. If the inputted ModeID does not have
associated data, then the wrapper will proceed in initialization mode for the given ModeID. In particular, when the
enclave is created for the first time no allocated persistent on-chip storage exists and EALL is called before continuing
in initialization mode.
In order to be able to store multiple (ModeID,State) pairs, we use a memory integrity checking mechanism with its
RootHash in the persistent on-chip store. The memory integrity checking mechanism calls the ELOAD and ESTORE
functionality for the RootHash, while the remainder of its data structure (an authenticated search tree) is stored in
ordinary main memory. The memory integrity checking mechanism uses the data structure and the RootHash to check
authenticity and freshness of pairs (ModeID,State) that are loaded into the enclave. If only a small number of ModeID
are expected, then the data structure can also be represented as a list and a complex authenticated search tree (ordered
with respect to ModeID) is not needed.
In Algorithm 3 O PERATION M ODE is in charge of DALL. This means that if the instantiation corresponding to ModeID
should be removed, then the corresponding (ModeID, State) is first removed from the authenticated search tree used in
M EMORY I NTEGRITY C HECKING, and if this results in an empty tree, then DALL is called for the enclave.
By making the input to EPUF in Algorithm 1 also dependent on ModeID we also partition the challenge-response
space over different enclave instantiations. (This allows us not having to memory integrity check obfuscated keys
and auxiliary information ({oskctr,j }j∈I , auxctr ) in O PERATION M ODE RA of our remote attestation scheme, see
Algorithm 4, when this is loaded from memory. If the adversary tampers with these values or replaces these with values
from another ModeID’, then OTP INVERSE of Algorithm 2 will not properly de-obfuscate the secret keys since this
depends on G ET R EPONSE for ModeID, hence, a wrong signature will be generated (and therefore impersonation is not
successful).
ADSO Adversary. The TCB is the persistent on-chip store, used by the memory integrity checking mechanism to
verify authenticity and freshness of pairs (ModeID,State) retrieved from untrusted main memory. Based on the existence
of a pair for ModeID either initialization mode or operation mode is selected. The main idea is to use initialization
mode for obfuscating keys using OTP (in turn based on EPUF calls and a PRNG whose seed will be discarded as soon
as initialization finishes). During this process, no ADSO adversary should be present otherwise such an adversary can
observe all digital state including all the keys that have not yet been obfuscated using OTP. For this reason Figure 4
indicates that in initialization mode we assume no adversary. In operation mode we do have the ADSO adversary.
Not assuming the presence of an adversary during initialization mode means that during this mode extra care is needed.
Since initialization mode is a one-time execution at a controlled pre-defined moment, it is realistic to assume that the
secure processor together with a refreshed default OS (in safe mode) without adversarial footprint can be realized.
Initialization mode bootstraps a ‘secure’ operation mode in which keys can be retrieved on a session by session basis.
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During operation mode the untrusted OS a.k.a. adversary can call EDALLa. After EDALLa the mode selection wrapper
directs the main code to initialization mode. This means that a new State will be build up. For example, a new public
key and secret session keys will be generated for remote attestation. This implies that future signatures will be generated
using these new session keys. The ‘old’ session keys do not leak and corresponding signatures cannot be impersonated.
For the new public key to be accepted by a remote user who asks for remote attestation, a certificate for the public key
given by a Certificate Authority (CA) must be available. Such a certificate is not present if the adversary has forced an
initialization by calling EDALLa. Only the legitimate owner through interaction with a CA can start initialization mode
in order to acquire a public key certificate from the CA which is linked to the owner’s identity. Notice that the owner is
in control of who is chosen as CA.
Calling EDALLa leads to a Denial-of-Service (DoS) attack since no execution of the remote attestation enclave will
lead to an initialization during which the exact same public key (as before) is generated such that the RootHash may be
replicated. So, any future remote attestation enclave execution will not be able to retrieve session keys belonging to the
‘old’ public key. The threat of a DoS attack means (as for any secure system design) that we need a proper back-up plan:
For example, we have multiple initialized sequences of session keys possibly at multiple processors. Here, we may have
a mechanism that allows us to use the first sequence to certify second sequences so that no additional interaction with a
CA is needed. A better solution is to ask the user to give permission for executing EDALLa in the form of a password
(which hash is verified against the stored hash of the password); this means that EDALLa can only be called from a
specialized enclave that verifies and maintains user permissions, and users (software engineer) should only supply their
password if they know for sure there is no adversary present (who can learn the inputted password).
We notice that if the remote attestation enclave exits, resuming it will context switch back in all locally used variables
with access to the persistent on-chip store. After removing (and recreating) the enclave or after some power glitch or
outage which messes up a proper enclave exit, the non-volatile memory in the persistent on-chip store can be read again
and our mode selection wrapper will allow the enclave to start in operation mode using the last saved State. Thus a DoS
is only possible by using EDALLa (in our TCB we assume that the hardware cannot be tampered with, hence, is not
destroyed in order to facilitate a DoS).
2.3

Secure Enclaves

We only require a secure processor architecture which can establish a secure computing environment in which sensitive
code can execute without its computed values being influenced by the untrusted OS or other computation threads. We
call such an environment a secure enclave which can be created, entered, exited (by the enclave itself or asynchronously
by the OS), resumed, and removed. The ADSO adversary can observe all digital state including intermediate computed
values and is only restricted by the hardware isolation principles that implement access control to the underlying
PUF and persistent on-chip store as well as not having access to directly modify enclave code itself. Our approach is
compatible with common secure processor architectures in both industry [3, 5, 7] and academia [1, 2, 4, 6, 8, 9].
We notice that a True Random Number Generator (TRNG) must be available in order to randomly select a seed for
bootstrapping a PRNG in initialization mode (so that the ADSO adversary cannot replay the PRNG). EPUF outputs
random bit responses, however, these can be retrieved using corresponding challenges by the proper enclave when it
is created for the first time. An ADSO adversary would be able to replay such execution and observe the generated
responses which are stored as intermediate computed values in registers (digital state). Hence, also in this case a TRNG
is needed to generate random challenges such that the replayed execution uses different challenges.
For completeness, the reality of the ADSO-adversary is motivated by a recent survey [10] which shows that Intel SGX
has been susceptible to a wide range of attacks in the recent years [11–39]. Attacks such as Spectre [29] show how the
speculative buffer can leak private information, and the secret seal keys and attestation keys from Intel signed quoting
enclaves can be extracted. Similar to Spectre, Meltdown [30] exploits the out-of-order execution property of modern
CPUs to leak private information. Cache-based timing attacks (such as “Sneaky Page Monitoring” [19], CacheZoom
attack [21], MemJam attack [26]), exploit the cache-hierarchy system and the cache access patterns in the system state
which are measurable from outside the protected application by the untrusted OS. Similarly, in [23], a malicious enclave
was constructed from which a cache timing attack is mounted using Prime+Probe [66] technique against other enclaves.
Dall et al. [25] also used Prime+Probe and attacked Intel’s provisioning enclave which breaks EPID’s (Intel’s algorithm
used for attestation while preserving privacy of the trusted system) unlinkability property.

3

Public Key Session based OTS Scheme with Secret Key Exposure

A basic building block for designing our remote attestation protocol is a new primitive, called a Public Key Session
based One-Time Signature (OTS) Scheme with Secret Key Exposure, denoted OTS-SKE scheme for short. The idea is
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to have (1) one (universal) public key that can be used to verify all session signatures, (2) each logical session with its
own secret session key generates at most one signature for which it uses a “subset" of the secret session key, and (3) this
“subset" is exposed to the adversary “for free.” Despite leaking these subsets of secret session keys (for each of the
sessions), the adversary cannot forge a signature for any session.
An OTS-SKE scheme S consists of three procedures
S = (K EY G EN, S IGN, V ERIFY) :
Key generation. Based on a security parameters λ, K EY G EN generates a public key pk together with session secret
keys
ski = {ski,j }q−1
j=0
and auxilairy variables auxi for each session i ∈ {0, . . . , N − 1} and a-priori fixed parameter q. We have
−1
(pk, {ski , auxi }N
i=0 ) ← K EY G EN (λ).

Sign. S IGN takes as input the session id i with session secret key ski and auxiliary variable auxi together with a
message M ∈ {0, 1}n and produces a signature σ,
σ ← S IGN(ski , auxi ; M ).
The computation of S IGN is split in three steps:
1. We have a keyed pseudo random permutation PRP(key; x) which, for each key, is a bijective mapping from
strings x ∈ {0, 1}n to {0, 1}n . We also have an injective mapping φ from {0, 1}n to subsets of {0, . . . , q − 1}
(here, q ≥ n). S IGN first selects a random key and computes the subset
I = φ(PRP(key; M )) ⊆ {0, . . . , q − 1}.
2. S IGN extracts a corresponding subset of the i-th session secret key:
ski,I = {ski,j }j∈I .
3. S IGN uses ski,I together with auxi and input message M to produce a signature σ 0 . In order to make the
dependence on the subset of the session key explicit, we write
σ 0 ← S IGN ’(ski,I , auxi ; M ).
S IGN returns σ = (σ 0 , key).
Verify. V ERIFY outputs
{true, false} ← V ERIFY(pk, i; σ, M )
for a signed message (σ, M ) for session id i. Notice that the same public key pk is used for all sessions.
Correctness. OTS-SKE scheme S is correct if for all σ
V ERIFY(pk, i; σ, M ).

←

S IGN(ski , auxi ; M ) we have true ←

Security. Even if an adversary has knowledge of subsets of session keys
−1
{ski,Ii }N
i=0
−1
together with auxiliary information {auxi }N
i=0 , the adversary cannot impersonate a signature for some session with id
i∗ . This security notion is formalized by GameOTS-SKE for S as the following security game:

• Setup: The challenger runs K EY G EN which returns
N −1
(pk, {{ski,j }q−1
j=0 , auxi }i=0 ).
−1
The challenger gives pk as well as {auxi }N
i=0 to the adversary.
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Figure 5: Construction of Hash-based OTS-SKE. It consists of verification keys vki,j = Fki,j (ski,j ) for i = 0, ...N − 1,
cT ). The leaves of M Ti
j = 0, ..., q − 1, and two levels of Second Pre-image Resistant (SPR) Merkle trees (M Ti and M
q−1
N −1
c
are verification keys {vki,j }j=0 , and the leaves of M T are the root hash of {M Ti }i=0 . Taking h0,0 as an example, the
inner nodes in SPR Merkle trees are calculated as: h0,0 = Hk0,0 (h1,0 ⊕ r1,0 ||h1,1 ⊕ r1,1 ), where ri,j are random bit
masks for every hash function call. Using random bit masks allows us to reduce the security of the whole construction
to the second pre-image resistance of hash function Hk (), instead of collision resistance. To prove the existence of a
cT , an authentication path is included in the signature. The two green nodes form the authentication
leaf node i in M
cT .
path of leaf node h2,0 in M

• Query: The adversary adaptively issues a sequence of messages Mi , at most one message for each session id
i. The challenger computes
Ii = φ(PRP(keyi ; M )) and ski,Ii = {ski,j }j∈Ii
for random keyi . The challenger gives the extracted information ski,Ii with keyi to the adversary (as soon as
Mi is received).
Notice that the adversary can use this information to sign message Mi for session i by applying S IGN ’. This
may lead to multiple signatures for Mi (since fresh randomness can be used for each signature generation).
However, no signatures for other messages 6= Mi for session id i can be forged if the following Guess does
not succeed.
• Guess: The adversary selects a session number i∗ ∈ {0, . . . , N − 1} which refers to the session for which the
adversary will want to forge a signature: The adversary outputs a signed message (σ, M ∗ ) for session i∗ such
that M ∗ 6= Mi∗ . The adversary wins the game if the signature verifies, that is,
true ← V ERIFY(pk, i∗ ; σ, M ∗ ).
In this game, A is called an OTS-SKE-EUF-CMA (OTS-SKE Existential UnForgeability under Chosen Message
Attack) adversary.
If A wins GameOTS-SKE with probability ≥  in time ≤ T , then we call A a (T, QH , QP , )-OTS-SKE adversary for
S, where QH and QP are the maximum number of queries allowed to be made by A to a hash function oracle and
the PRP in GameOTS-SKE. We say scheme S is (T, QH , QP , )-secure against OTS-SKE-EUF-CMA attacks if no
(T, QH , QP , )-OTS-SKE adversary exists.
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3.1

Hash based OTS-SKE

We present a post-quantum secure OTS-SKE scheme, which is solely based on secure hash functions. As illustrated
in Fig. 5, our hash-based OTS-SKE scheme consists of two main building blocks: (1) Lamport one-time signature
scheme [67] with the optimization introduced by Bos and Chaum [68], and (2) a second pre-image resistance (SPR)
Merkle tree construction, whose security solely relies on the second pre-image resistance of the underlying hash
function [57]. We also adopt the modifications of SPR Merkle tree and one-time signatures in [69] to mitigate
multi-target attacks when hash functions are repeatedly used in a scheme.
The basic idea of one-time signature schemes [67] is that the signer first generates a set of random secret keys and
computes the hash values (verification keys) of each secret key. Then the signer first commits the verification keys to
the verifier. When it signs a message, the signer selects a subset of secret keys based on the message using a mapping
function φ(.), and sends the selected secret keys to the verifier. The verifier computes the hash of the received secret
keys and checks if they match the committed verification keys. The verifier also verifies whether the subset represents
the associated message using φ(.). If both checks are correct, the signature is valid. Due to the one-wayness of hash
functions, given verification keys, an adversary cannot recover any secret keys to forge a signature. Only the signer,
who knows the original secret keys, can generate signatures. However, one of the drawbacks of this approach is that the
size of verification keys sent to the verifier in the key generation phase is very large. Thus, we use a Merkle tree [57, 70]
to manage and compress all the verification keys, such that only a root hash of the tree is needed to be first committed
to the verifier for verifying all verification keys later. The security of the adopted SPR Merkle tree [57] is due to the
second pre-image resistance of the used hash functions, i.e., no one is able to construct another SPR Merkle tree with
different leaves but the same root hash.
Hash function families. Let Fλ = {Fk : {0, 1}λ → {0, 1}λ | k ∈ {0, 1}λ }, be a one-way function family that takes a
λ-bit string and a λ-bit key k to generate a λ-bit output. Intuitively, the definition of one-way functions implies that,
given a random key k and a function output y = Fk (x), where x ← {0, 1}λ , an adversary cannot find an x∗ such that
y = Fk (x∗ ) in poly(λ) time. Let Hλ = {Hk : {0, 1}2λ → {0, 1}λ | k ∈ {0, 1}λ } be a second pre-image resistant
hash function family, taking 2λ bits as input and producing a λ-bit output. Each Hk is uniquely defined by its key
k ∈ {0, 1}λ . Here, second pre-image resistance means that, given a random key k and a random input x, an adversary
cannot find an x∗ 6= x, such that H(x) = H(x∗ ) in poly(λ) time.
Hash-based
OTS-SKE Scheme. For a scheme that signs n-bit messages, a pair of parameters (q, s) is selected, such

that qs ≥ 2n . Let Q denote the set {0, 1, ..., q − 1}. Let φn,q,s be an efficiently computable injective function that
maps every integer m (0 ≤ m ≤ 2n − 1) to a unique s-element subset of set Q of q elements. There are many examples
of functions φn,q,s in literature [68, 71]. In this work, we select the function φ(.) introduced in [68] due to its simplicity.
Below we describe the three procedures in our hash-based OTS-SKE scheme S = (K EY G EN, S IGN, V ERIFY):
Key Generation. The key generation procedure sets parameters of the scheme and generates a public key, all secret
keys, and auxiliary information
−1
(pk, {ski , auxi }N
i=0 ) ← K EY G EN (λ)

as follows:
q−1 N −1
• Generate N q λ-bit random values as session secret keys {ski = {ski,j }j=0
}i=0 .

• Compute verification keys vki,j = Fki,j (ski,j ) for all combinations of i and j, where ki,j is randomly
N −1
generated for every Fki,j function call. We define auxiliary information {auxi = {vki,j }q−1
j=0 }i=0 .
• Form SPR Merkle trees M Ti with as leaves vki,j , j ∈ Q. Let L = dlog qe denote the height of each
SPR Merkle tree. Let t denote the position of a node on layer l from left to right, where l ∈ {0, ..., L}.
Leaves are on layer L. The inner nodes of SPR Merkle trees are computed as yi,l,t = Hki,l,t ((yi,l+1,2t ⊕
ri,l+1,2t )k(yi,l+1,2t+1 ⊕ri,l+1,2t+1 )), where hash function keys ki,l,t and bit masks ri,l,t for i ∈ {0, ..., N −1},
l ∈ {0, ..., L}, and t ∈ {0, ..., 2l − 1} are randomly generated for every hash function call. Since vki,j are
leaves of the trees, yi,L,j = vki,j for i ∈ {0, ..., N − 1} and j ∈ {0, ..., q − 1}. After constructing these SPR
Merkle trees, we get their root hash yi,0,0 .
N −1
cT , and then we
• Repeat the last step and use {yi,0,0 }i=0
as leaves to construct a new SPR Merkle tree M
cT . Similarly to the construction of M Ti , all hash function keys and bit masks
output the root hash root of M
cT .
are randomly generated for every hash function call in the construction of M
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The public key is constructed as
l

N −1,q−1
−1 N −1,L
pk = (root, {ki,j }}i=0,j=0
, {{ki,l,t , ri,l,t }2t=0
}i=0,l=0 ).
−1,q−1
Public key pk will be shared with any verifier, and the secret keys {ski,j }N
i=0,j=0 are kept secret. Auxiliary information
−1,q−1
{vki,j }N
i=0,j=0 is stored in a public trusted memory on the signer side. In practice, all keys ki,j for one-way function
calls, all keys ki,l,t for hash function calls, and all bit masks ri,l,t in Merkle trees can be generated by a pseudorandom
number generator, taking a seed seed, associated indices, and a special symbol to distinguish the generation of ki,j ,
ki,l,t , and ri,l,t . In this case, the seed will be a part of the public key shared with verifiers, i.e., pk = (root, seed).
Consequently, in the security analysis, one will need to consider the success probability P RG of distinguishing a
pseudorandom output from a truly random output.

Signing. To sign an n-bit message M for session i, the signer uses secret keys ski = {ski,j }q−1
j=0 and verification keys
q−1
{vki,j }j=0 to produce a signature σ
q−1
σ ← S IGN({ski,j }q−1
j=0 , {vki,j }j=0 ; M )

as follows:
• Compute I = φn,q,s (PRP(key; M )) ⊂ Q and fetch ski,I = {ski,j | j ∈ I} and vki,I = {vki,j | j ∈ Q \ I}.
cT for its leaf yi,0,0 . See [72] (and Fig. 5 as an
• Generate an authentication path AP of the SPR Merkle tree M
example) for how to generate an authentication path for a leaf in a Merkle tree. An authentication path in a
Merkle tree for a leaf node i is log N in size, and it can be used to verify the existence and position of leaf i.
• Signature σ = (σ 0 , key) with σ 0 = (ski,I , vki,I , AP ).
The signer sends (σ, M ) to the verifier for verification.
Verify. (σ, M ) for session id i, can be verified as follows:
• Compute I = φn,q,s (PRP(key; M )) ⊆ Q. Interpret each element in ski,I as one of the ski,j with j ∈ I and
each element in vki,I as one of the vki,j with j ∈ Q \ I.
• Compute vki,j = Fki,j (ski,j ) for j ∈ I.
• Use {vki,j }j∈Q to construct the root hash yi,0,0 of SPR Merkle tree M Ti .
cT .
• Use yi,0,0 and AP to compute root hash root0 of M
• If the generated root hash root0 matches with the root hash root in the public key pk, V ERIFY accepts the
signature σ for message M in session i and outputs true. Otherwise, V ERIFY rejects this signature and
outputs false.
Correctness. The V ERIFY procedure essentially repeats the deterministic computation in K EY G EN to regenerate
cT , using all the same random numbers shared with the verifier in pk and σ 0 . Hence, if ski
the root hash root of M
corresponds to the secret keys randomly generated in K EY G EN, V ERIFY will reproduce the same root hash.
Security. The security of the above OTS-SKE scheme can be reduced to the one-wayness of the one-way functions in
family Fk and the SPR of the SPR hash functions in family Hk . Our security analysis follows the security analysis
in [67] and in [69] to analyze the security of our scheme under multi-target attacks. GameOTS-SKE for S is the same
as the security game used in [69] (where a one-time signature of a message is a subset of secret keys). Notice that we
did not leak any secret keys beyond what is exposed in the signature because all verification keys vki,j are public and
they can be used to reconstruct all SPR Merkle trees generated in K EY G EN. We rephrase Theorem 2 in [69] as follows.
Theorem 1 Let S be the hash based OTS-SKE scheme with N sessions. Let A be a (T, QF , QH , QP , )-OTS-SKE
(classical or quantum) adversary for S. Then, there exists a (T, QF , QH , QP , ) algorithm that breaks the multifunction multi-target one-wayness of Fλ with N q targets or the multi-function multi-target second pre-image resistance
of Hk with N (q − 1) + (N − 1) targets, where QF , QH , QP are the number of oracles queries to Fλ , Hλ , and the
PRP used in GameOTS-SKE.
The next subsection provides formal definitions and discussion on the multi-function multi-target security notion of
hash function families.
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n
Table 3: Cost Comparison between LOTS and WOTS. Nw = d w
e + d log2 (n/w)
e + 1,
w
0
Nw are the numbers of inner nodes in a Merkle tree with q, Nw leaves, respectively.

Cost
KeyGen (#EPUF)
Sign (#EPUF)
Verify (#HASH)
Storage (bits)
Comm (bits)

3.2

LOTS [67, 68]
q
s
q0 + l + s
3952 · N · q + 256 · (N + 1)
256 · (q + l + 1)

q
s



≥ 2n , l = log2 N , and q 0 ,

WOTS [73]
Nw · 2w
Nw
Nw · (2w−1 ) + Nw0 + l
3696 · N · Nw · 2w + 256 · (N + 1)
256 · (Nw + l + 1)

Additional Background and Related Work to Hash-based OTS-SKE

Multi-Function Multi-Target Security Notion. The success probability of attacking the one-wayness of a one-way
2
) for classical adversaries and quantum adversaries,
function family Fλ using the generic attack is QF2λ+1 and Θ( (QF2+1)
λ
respectively, where QF is the number of queries the adversaries send to functions in Fλ [69]. Similarly, for the generic
attacks on the second pre-image resistance of a second pre-image resistant hash function family Hλ , the success
2
) for classical adversaries and quantum adversaries, respectively, if QH queries
probability is QH2λ+1 and Θ( (QH2+1)
λ
are made to functions in Hλ [69]. The above hardness regarding (second) pre-image resistance holds for both the
single-function single-target (SFST) security game and the multi-function multi-target (MFMT) security game [69].
In an SFST game, the attacker is required to invert a randomly chosen function in the function family with respect
to a given random target. In an MFMT game, the attacker is only required to invert one out of multiple randomly
chosen functions, and each of the functions has a random target to be inverted. Concretely speaking, the security of
the hash-based OTS-SKE is reduced to the MFMT case, because functions in Fλ and Hλ are used multiple times in
the scheme, and each of them has a random key and a random target, due to the random bit masks and random secret
keys. For completeness, we give formal definitions of MFMT one-wayness and MFMT second pre-image resistance in
Definition 1 and 2.
Definition 1 [69] The success probability of an adversary A against MFMT one-wayness of Fλ with NT tarλ
λ
∗
gets is SuccOW
Fλ ,NT (A) = P r[ki ← {0, 1} , xi ← {0, 1} , yi = Fki (xi ), 0 ≤ i ≤ NT − 1; (j, x ) ←
∗
A((k0 , y0 ), ..., (kNT −1 , yNT −1 )) : yj = Fkj (x )]
Definition 2 [69] The success probability of an adversary A against MFMT second pre-image resistance of
R
λ
λ
∗
Hλ with NT targets is SuccSP
Hλ ,NT (A) = P r[ki ← {0, 1} , xi ← {0, 1} , 0 ≤ i ≤ NT − 1; (j, x ) ←
∗
A((k0 , x0 ), ..., (kNT −1 , xNT −1 )) : x∗ =
6 xj ∧ Hkj (xj ) = Hkj (x )]
Comparisons with Related Hash-based Signatures. Recent developments in hash-based signatures include
XMSS [73], XMSSMT [74], XMSS-T [69], SPHINCS [75], and SPHINCS+ [76]. Among these, XMSS-T [69]
is the most closely related algorithm to our construction. We both use the same construction of SPR Merkle trees to
mitigate multi-target attacks in practice. However, the main difference between our hash-based OTS-SKE with the
XMSS family is the choice of the underlying hash-based one-time signatures. The XMSS family [69, 73, 74] uses
Winternitz One-Time Signature (WOTS), which offers a shorter signature, but the signer needs to compute signatures on
the fly using its secret keys, which does not fit the adversarial model of OTS-SKE. Otherwise we have to pre-compute
all possible values of sub-signatures in the key generation procedure to avoid using any secrets for signature generation
in signing. A theoretical cost comparison between the Lapmport’s OTS (LOTS) [68] and Winternitz OTS (WOTS) [73]
n
w-bit chunks, and the signer
under ADSO adversary is provided in Table 3. In WOTS, a n-bit message is split to w
log2 (n/w)
needs to generate a checksum of the message using d
e + 1 w-bit chunks. Let Nw be the number of chunks
w
needed for representing a n-bit message and its checksum. The signature size of WOTS is Nw secret keys, and therefore
only Nw EPUF calls are needed in the signing procedure. If w > 2, the WOTS signing phase will be faster than
that of LOTS. However, WOTS requires larger storage and longer key generation time. These two numbers both
grow exponentially w.r.t. the increase of w. Overall, WOTS consumes more resources than LOTS, but it provides an
alternative way to reduce the signing time with additional cost of storage and key generation time.

4

Autonomous Remote Attestation

Our goal is to offer secure remote attestation even when an ADSO-adversary is present. We want to show that an
application enclave AppEnc can have its computed result signed for a remote user by a remote attestation enclave,
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called RAEnc for short. We require that the ADSO adversary, who can (1) observe all digital (intermediate) state of the
AppEnc and RAEnc computations (including all digital storage) and who can (2) ask the RAEnc to sign whatever it
wants, cannot forge a signature on behalf of AppEnc for the remote user. That is, even with access to all digital state,
the ADSO adversary cannot forge a signature for a remote user of a malicious result R (for which AppEnc had not
asked for it to be signed) such that it passes the signature verification by the remote user.
Figure 1 depicts our solution. We use the tools developed in the previous sections. Initialization mode implements
K EY G EN of a OTS-SKE scheme to generate a sequence of session keys. The session keys are all obfuscated by applying
OTP which in turn invokes the underlying PUF. The obfuscated session keys are stored in untrusted storage using
M EMORY I NTEGRITY C HECKING. K EY G EN also generates a corresponding public key pk which is bound together
with the remote attestation enclave’s measurement MRENCLAVEra in a certificate. Producing the certificate is a result
of interaction with a trusted CA. The pseudo code is given in Algorithm 4. During initialization mode we assume no
observation of digital state by any adversary.
Algorithm 4 Remote Attestation
We use the mode selection wrapper (which is based on memory integrity checking with root hash in the persistent
on-chip store) for (ModeID, State) where State represents the session counter ctr. We assume a OTP-SKE-EUF-CMA
secure OTS-SKE scheme S = (K EY G EN, S IGN, V ERIFY), where S IGN is defined by mapping φ(.) and procedure
S IGN ’.
1: procedure RAI NITIALIZATION M ODE
N −1
2:
(pk, {{ski,j }q−1
j=0 , auxi }i=0 ) ← K EY G EN (λ)
3:
seed ← TRNG;
4:
for i ∈ {0, . . . , N − 1} do
5:
Apply OTP q times based on PRNG(seed)
6:
{oski,j = OTP(ski,j )}q−1
j=0
7:
Store ({oski,j }q−1
,
aux
)
i
j=0
8:
end for
9:
Discard seed
10:
Set (ModeID, State = ctr) with ctr = 0
11:
Produce a certificate binding pk and MRENCLAVEra
12: end procedure
1: procedure RAO PERATION M ODE
2:
while true do
3:
if L OCAL ATTESTATION Q UEUE is non-empty then
4:
Pop a signing request from the queue
5:
(MRENCLAVEapp , R, RemoteUser)
6:
M = H ASH(MRENCLAVEapp , R)
7:
Set ctr = State, where (ModeID, State)
8:
send ctr to RemoteUser
9:
Set (ModeID, State = ctr + 1)
10:
receive nonce from RemoteUser
11:
I = φ(H ASH(nonce, M ))
12:
Load ({oskctr,j }j∈I , auxctr )
13:
Apply OTP INVERSE |I| times:
14:
{skctr,j = OTP INVERSE(oskctr,j )}j∈I
15:
σ 0 = S IGN ’({skctr,j }j∈I , auxctr ; M )
16:
send (σ 0 , MRENCLAVEapp , R) to RemoteUser
17:
end if
18:
end while
19: end procedure
The core idea is that (1) the adversary can only have access to the PUF through the EPUF interface for which
the implemented access control requires the hash/measurement of the calling enclave to be mixed in the challenge
that is given to the PUF. This means that the challenge response space which is used for obfuscating session keys
during initialization cannot be accessed by an adversary. Therefore, even though all obfuscated session keys can be
read/observed by the ADSO adversary, they cannot give information about the plain session keys themselves. Second,
(2) signing is implemented using our OTS-SKE scheme which only uses a subset of the session key for each session
– and the subset choice is message dependent. This means that even though this subset is observed by the ADSO
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adversary it cannot be used to sign anything different than this message (Hash of nonce, MRENCLAVEra , and the
result R).
Operation mode implements the S IGN procedure of the OTS-SKE scheme. Here, we define
PRP(i; M ) = H ASH(noncei , M ),
where noncei is the nonce received from RemoteUser for session i. Regarded as a function of M a collision resistant
hash function H ASH(noncei , M ) cannot be distinguished from a pseudo random permutation with non-negligible
probability. Therefore, we may use this for our PRP and fit the definition of the OTS-SKE scheme.
The RA enclave receives a result R from an application enclave which needs to be signed for a remote user. RAEnc
receives R from AppEnc by means of a “local attestation" primitive. We assume that local attestation is implemented as
a physical authentic channel between enclaves where the channel is hardware isolated in that the messages transmitted
over the channel cannot be tampered with and the source/authenticity of messages cannot be modified. Such a physical
authentic channel does not exist in Intel SGX where local attestation is implemented using crypto (AES and MAC) based
on a secret key; we cannot use this because our ADSO-adversary can observe digital secret keys and thus impersonate
Intel SGX’s local attestation. Instead, we either use Sanctum’s [8] solution where the security monitor implements a
physical hardware isolated channel between enclaves without needing crypto and secret keys, or we simply glue the
AppEnc and RAEnc together in one single enclave such that a physical authenticated channel is inherently present (in
the latter case RAEnc can be seen as a wrapper around AppEnc, and this is one the advantages of the digital autonomy
our scheme offers). RAEnc will take the measurement of AppEnc with the result R to create message
M = H ASH(MRENCLAVEapp , R).
The OTS-SKE scheme is now used to sign M for the remote user.
Algorithm 5 Request and Verification
We assume the remote user knows pk (verified by means of a certificate issued by a trusted CA) of the OTP-SKE-EUFCMA secure OTS-SKE scheme S = (K EY G EN, S IGN, V ERIFY) used by the RA enclave.
1: procedure R EQUESTA NDV ERIFY
2:
while true do
3:
if receive ctr from RAEnc then
4:
send random nonce to RAEnc
5:
receive (σ 0 , MRENCLAVEapp , R) from RAEnc
6:
M = H ASH(MRENCLAVEapp , R)
7:
σ = (σ 0 , nonce)
8:
return V ERIFY(pk, ctr; σ, M )
9:
end if
10:
end while
11: end procedure
In Algorithm 5 the remote user receives a request in the form of a session id ctr from RAEnc to start a session of the
remote attestation protocol. The remote user knows the public key pk of RAEnc – checked by means of a certificate
that binds pk with the measurement MRENCLAVEra of RAEnc. The chain of trust tells the remote user that the
certificate was produced as a result of the initialization mode of RAEnc during which a random pk was generated. The
corresponding session signing keys were obfuscated using a processor unique PUF, and only RAEnc, executed at this
processor P, can access the challenge response space used for obfuscating the session signing keys. This allows the
remote user to conclude that only the RAEnc code with MRENCLAVEra could have been able to de-obfuscate the
subset of the session signing key that corresponds to pk while executing at P. (The certificate may also include the
identity of the owner or serial number of P; this gives the remote user more information about where the signed result
R was computed.)
The remote user selects a nonce nonce. RAEnc extracts the subset of keys for session id ctr that relate to I =
φ(H ASH(nonce; M )). This is done by using EPUF calls that only reveal the masks/OTP-layer for that subset of keys.
This subset is used in S IGN ’ in Algorithm 4 to sign message M .
As soon as the remote attestation enclave, see Algorithm 4, has produced a signature (σ 0 , MRENCLAVEapp , R) for
the i-th session with i = ctr, counter ctr is incremented. This implies that even if our ADSO-adversary runs the
RAEnc itself, it only learns digital state from sessions with id ≤ ctr, and in fact only learns at most one subset of
keys {ski,j }j∈I with auxi per session id i (because once a subset is used for signing, ctr is incremented). All other
key information is obfuscated by the PUF functionality, that is, they are stored using OTP in initialization mode and
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will never be de-obfuscated using OTP INVERSE. So, the ADSO adversary finds itself exactly in the security game
GameOTS-SKE and is unable to forge a signature for a new message.
If the adversary runs operation mode for message M as supplied by the remote verifier, then he learns the related subset
of keys of session ctr and can create other σ 0 for the same message M and session id ctr. But this does not generate a
signature for a new malicious message M ∗ . A new malicious message M ∗ corresponds to a different subset of the
session signing key indicated by a set I ∗ . The security guarantee of the OTS-SKE scheme shows that the adversary
cannot successfully forge a signature for M ∗ .
If V ERIFY in Algorithm 5 verifies the signature, then the remote user may conclude that R was indeed created by
AppEnc at processor P: The chain of trust shows that the signature was created by RAEnc on P. Its operation mode
shows that it only signs messages M that are a hash of MRENCLAVEapp together with R received by means of local
attestation. Since local attestation in P implements a physical authenticated channel without keys, R must have been
produced by EncApp. And it must have been produced at P because for local attestation to work EncApp must co-reside
with RAEnc at the same processor. The remote user also knows that the signing request of EncApp indicated that R
with its signature should be transmitted to RemoteUser. Finally, RemoteUser selected a random nonce, hence, the
signature is fresh (and not a replay of an older signature for the same message). We conclude that under the ADSO
adversary our scheme offers secure remote attestation.
Autonomous RA. The key management involved with the remote attestation scheme is out of the hands of the processor
manufacturer. Certification of the public key is done during initialization mode. Any mutually trusted observer of
the fact that RAEnc securely executes initialization mode can serve as a trusted authority who approves/generates a
certificate that binds the newly created public key to the processor and, hence, its owner. This observer can be any
trusted third party and can depend on the application which uses the remote attestation protocol. It does not have to be
the Intel’s provisional key management authority. Notice that multiple instances of RAEnc can run in parallel, each
with its own ModeID and its own public key and sequence of session signing keys. Hence, a RAEnc instance can
be made specific to an AppEnc instance together with a corresponding trusted third party in charge of certification
during initialization mode. This makes our remote attestation autonomous and takes it out of the hands of processor
manufacturers (which, if in hands of processor manufacturers, can only lead to conflicts of interest). Having autonomous
RA also allows each government to enforce its own RA policies (for own government applications such as filing taxes,
obtaining social security, and the like).
Application. An immediate application of our solution is remote attestation for individual users where the RAEnc
is running on individual laptops. In this setting we are not burdened by too many signing requests and our remote
attestation protocol is allowed to take say 1 second (including the communication round trip time).
Significant hardware acceleration and implementation optimization is needed if we want to apply our solution in a cloud
service where high throughput is required. We will want to bring down the time needed for computing a signature in
operational mode to the order of 10s of ms. One may consider pushing operational mode computation into specialized
hardware.
Certificate authorities can also make use of our solution. A CA implements a scheme for generating certificates which are
signatures themselves. A distributed implementation among compute nodes allows one to resist failure or compromise
of a minority of compute nodes. Each node can implement its own enclave by using our method which resists the
ADSO-adversary. Now we do not need to worry about compromise of compute nodes other than possibly having a
denial-of-service attack; compromised compute nodes cannot help the ADSO-adversary impersonating certificates.
Multiple Levels of Trusted Execution. Ideally, we want a special "safe mode processor operation" for the initialization
mode during which only the initialization code is executed and no other code, even excluding the OS (which we cannot
trust due to its large code base and lack of formal verification). Such safe mode excludes all resource sharing and
for this reason the performance in safe mode suffers a large impractical penalty; we do not wish to use it for normal
application code. Safe mode must be used rarely and only for code snippets that require absolute hardware isolation
with privacy guarantees that prevent any adversary from observing the internal computed values during safe mode.
Clearly, if such safe mode exists, then it can be used to run our initialization mode. We envision an enclave being able
to indicate whether to run a procedure in safe mode (by means of some EENTERSafeMode indicator) so that only after
returning from the procedure call ordinary secure enclave execution progresses during which the OS is again active
(and can potentially use an asynchronous exit in order to context switch computing threads for optimized resource
scheduling and to resume the enclave at a later moment).
We notice that the Ascend processor architecture [77] was designed to always follow a safe mode in that all running
code in Ascend is assumed non-malicious, uncompromised, and belongs solely to the legitimate party requesting its
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execution. Ascend hides leakage of internally computed values by guarding the boundary between the processor and
it I/O to DRAM (through the memory controller). DRAM is accessed in such a way as to hide the binary content
(through encryption), hide address access patterns (through Oblivious RAM), and use a memoryless time access pattern.
Memory integrity checking is added in order to verify authenticity and freshness of values loaded from DRAM.
Our proposal is to allow different trust levels during enclave execution. Safe mode provides strict hardware isolation
which offers strong privacy guarantees at the cost of disallowing concurrent execution and resource sharing. Normal
enclave mode execution assumes the ADSO-adversary and does not offer privacy but does allow concurrent execution
with resource sharing.
Recurring Initialization using Safe Mode. In practice, we want to add more session signing keys by using initialization mode when needed. If we have safe mode for initialization, then we only need to bootstrap one RAEnc during
which a certificate is generated with help of a mutually trusted party. After this, more RAEnc can be created and their
certificates can be signed (without needing a trusted third party) by the initially bootstrapped RAEnc as follows: Each
new RAEnc instance (with its own ModeID) simply asks the initially bootstrapped RAEnc to sign a certificate (using
a default nonce; we do not need to prove freshness), that is, the bootstrapped RAEnc functions as a CA. Even if a
new instance of an RAEnc is executed in the presence of an adversary, since initialization is done in safe mode, the
generated keys remain hidden from the adversary and the produced certificate indeed attests to a securely set up RAEnc
instance (initialized in safe mode). The remote user needs the certificate of the bootstrapped RAEnc in combination
with the certificate of the new RAEnc instance to gain trust in the public key of the new RAEnc instance.

5

Implementation and Performance Evaluation

In this section, we give the details of our implementation and performance analysis for the remote attestation scheme.
5.1

Experimental Setup

All experiments are conducted on a PC with Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-7820HQ CPU @ 2.90GHz and 32GB memory
and on Windows 10 based operating system. Intel SGX is used to provide secure enclaves for the RA scheme. We
have written our own C++ implementation of an EPUF-extended PUF interface simulation. For the hash-based OTS
scheme implementation, we used Boost Multiprecision library1 for big integer arithmetic. For the random number
generation (RNG) in our implementation, we used a PRNG provided by MIRACL library2 , whose seed is then replaced
by a random number generated from the Intel SGX’s RNG.
5.2

Extended PUF Interface

For our PUF interface, we use a C++ based iPUF simulation structure with approximately 10% noise [61], which
generates a 1-bit output given a λ = 128-bit input. However, in our performance evaluation, instead of reporting the
time consumed by the software-based simulation, we estimated the latency of a hardware-based 128-stage iPUF to be
approximately 10−2 milliseconds according to the physical characterization of PUFs on CPLD [64]. This shows a more
realistic estimation of the performance of the RA scheme in a real system.
On top of iPUF, we implement the EPUF interface which was previously explained in detail in Section 2.1. In our
configuration, we set the extended EPUF interface parameters m = 168, k = 7, and T = 4, see the discussion on a
practical parameter setting in Appendix A. We use SHA-256 for the pseudo random function f (.) in the EPUF interface.
Table 4 and Table 5 show the details of different components of the EPUF structure (based on 1 EPUF call) and an
approximation of their estimated timings based on our experiments. EPUF consists of 2 components: G ET CRP(s, x, c)
which is called during the key generation phase and G ET R ESPONSE(C) which is called during the signing/working
phase.
During each call, EPUF is called m × (2k + 1) times based on our parameter selection as given in Table 1 in
Section 2.1. However, we assume using 15 parallel iPUF structures to speed up the performance. Therefore, in our
timings, we average the number of iPUF calls to m × (2k + 1)/15 which equals 168 for G ET CRP(.) and 155.6 for
G ET R ESPONSE(.).
During G ET CRP, vectors s, x and c of size 128, 168 and 128, respectively, are generated using the RNG. After 168×15
EPUF calls, b = s · A + x is calculated. And finally challenge C = (c, y, b, f (0ks)) and response R = f (1ks) are
1
2

https://www.boost.org/
https://github.com/miracl/MIRACL
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extracted. As seen from the tables, even with possible hardware acceleration, PUF calls are the most costly operation
which makes almost 75% of G ET CRP’s runtime.
During G ET R ESPONSE, given the input challenge c, EPUF calls based on input c are again made. Based on the accuracy
of the responses from the PUF, confidence vector con is calculated. Based on this confidence vector, matrix AI is
extracted from matrix A based on the confidence vector. Following this, vector s is solved and 2 SHA-256 calls are
performed to provide the final response (see Algorithm 1 for details).
We observe that, G ET R ESPONSE call is more costly than G ET CRP (approx. twice more), which makes the extended
EPUF interface more costly during operation mode than the initialization mode in our RA scheme. This is because
choosing a submatrix AI in G ET R ESPONSE is another costly operation in addition to the PUF calls.
Table 4: Cost Analysis of GetCRP of the extended EPUF interface.
Operation
Generate s, x, c
SHA-256
iPUF
Matrix Mult.
Total

Time (ms)
0.00058
0.1
0.01
0.12

Repeats per call
128+168+128
2
168
1

Total (ms)
0.246
0.2
1.68
0.12
2.24

Table 5: Cost Analysis of GetResponse of the extended EPUF interface.
Operation
iPUF
Confidence Calculation
Choose AI + invert
Solve bI = s · AI + x0I
Majority Voting
SHA-256
Total

5.3

Time(ms)
0.01
0.001
4.5
0.12
0.5
0.1

Repeats per call
average 155.6
1
1
1
1
2

Total (ms)
1.556
0.001
4.5
0.12
0.5
0.2
6.88

OTP Interface

We use AES-128 in our OTP interface implementation. Encryption is performed using Intel Advanced Encryption
Standard Instructions (AES-NI).
Table 6 shows the timings of OTP and OTP INVERSE based on our implementation and experiments.
OTP initially generates the s, x, c vectors and a random encryption key of 128-bits. G ET CRP(s, x, c) call is then
performed to obtain a challenge and response pair (C, R). The encryption key is used to encrypt the input vector. After
finishing the encryption, the encryption key is masked with the response R. The ciphertext "AESVector" and "OTPKey"
are finally returned and stored.
During OTP INVERSE the previously stored AESVector and OTPKey are retrieved. Using the challenge C, response R
is restored by calling G ET R ESPONSE(C). The previously masked encryption key is then unmasked using the response
R, which is used to decrypt the vector.
The cost analysis shows that masking/unmasking keys and encryption/decryption operations are relatively fast when
compared to G ET CRP and G ET R ESPONSE; the latter become the bottleneck of the OTP interface.
5.4

Hash-based OTS-SKE

In practice, there are many different ways in choosing an efficiently implementable function φ [68, 71]. We pick the
one proposed in [68] due to its efficiency. In our implementation, both Fλ and Hλ can be instantiated with standard
cryptographically secure hash functions, like SHA2 [78] and SHA3 [79], because both SHA2 and SHA3 function
families satisfy both one-wayness and second preimage resistance required in Fλ and Hλ . The keys of hash functions
can be involved in the hash function evaluation as a prefix of hash function input. This is a common practice in literature
and standards [69, 73, 75, 76, 80]. Since the complexity of a generic quantum attack on the one-wayness and second
pre-image resistance of a hash function families with λ-bit output is Θ(2λ/2 ), our implementation using SHA-256 [78]
as Fλ and Hλ has 128-bit quantum security and 256-bit classical security.
In our implementation, we choose to implement a Lamport one-time signature that supports signing a 256-bit message.
Effectively, this one-time signature can sign any arbitrarily long message (random nonce), because the message
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Table 6: Cost Analysis of OTP and OTPinverse.
OTP
Operation
Generate Key
G ET CRP
OTP Key (Mask Key)
Encryption (+AES Vector)
Total

Time (ms)
0.075
2.24
0.0003
0.3
2.61

OTP INVERSE
Operation
G ET R ESPONSE
Unmask Key
Decryption (+AES Vector)

Time (ms)
6.88
0.0003
0.3

Total

7.18

can always be compressed to a 256-bit digest using a collision
 resistance hash function like SHA-256 [78]. In the
implementation, we pick q = 261, and s = 130, because qs ≈ 1.82 × 1077 > 2256 ≈ 1.15 × 1077 . To prevent
adversaries from finding the pre-image ski,j of any verification key vki,j , we set the length of ski,j to be 256 bits. We
report amortized results per session in a 1024-session setup in Table 7.
Key Generation. Initially for each session, Merkle trees M Ti are constructed from vk. After constructing M Ti (1024
cT is constructed from the roots of M Ti , which takes 1023 node calculations
trees in total), the upper level Merkle tree M
to calculate the very top root hash, which is essentially the public key of the hash based OTS scheme. For each node
calculation in the tree, we use randomly generated 512-bit long bit-masks and 256-bit long hash-keys. Before two child
nodes are hashed together to form their parent node, the hash of child nodes is XORed with random bit masks, and
the hash keys are involved as a prefix in the hash computation. Therefore, in total, this computation (bit-mask and
hash-key generation + node construction) is repeated ((259 × 1024) + 1023)/1024 ≈ (259 + 1) times per session.
Overall, EPUF becomes the performance bottleneck during key generation of the hash based OTS-SKE, since it only
takes 234 ms without the time consumed by PUF evaluation while it takes about 0.82 sec together with PUF.
cT needs to be generated and forwarded to the remote
Signing. During signing, the authentication path for Merkle tree M
user as a part of the signature. For this, log2 1024 = 10 nodes are needed in the authentication path. According to the
BDS algorithm in [72], on average only 6 leaves yi,0,0 need to be retrieved and 15 inner nodes need to be computed in
cT , so 6 leaf accesses become constructing the
every session. Notice that, the authentication path is in the Merkle tree M
root hashes of 6 Merkle trees M Ti . Constructing the lower-level Merkle tree takes about 103.8 ms each, which will
become one of the main bottlenecks of signing (669.3 ms in total). Since calculation the roots is very expensive, we
avoid this by storing all the root hashes of lower-level merkle trees in memory in the key generation phase, and they can
be retrieved and used directly in signing. This additional storage cost will be reflected in the storage cost table (Table 8)
later. In conclusion, under these settings, it takes 0.94 sec to generate one signature. Excluding the PUF operations, it
takes approximately 46.55 ms.
Verification. During verification, the remote user receives the 130 secret keys used by the enclave and hashes each
of them to insert them in the public merkle tree together with the rest of the t − s = 131 verification keys using the
mapping function φ. After this, bit-mask and hash-keys are regenerated using the same RNG seed (sent by the enclave
in the public key) for 259 nodes of the lower-level Merkle tree. Using the log2 1024 = 10 authentication nodes of the
upper-level Merkle tree (sent by the enclave) and regenerating bit-mask and hash-keys for each node, the remote user
calculates the root hash of the merkle tree and compares it with the pk to verify the signature. During verification, as it
can be seen from the table, regeneration of the bit-masks and hash-keys becomes costly. Although, they can also be
stored in memory, this would increase the memory and communication cost between the enclave and remote user since
the enclave needs to forward all keys to the user each time it generates a signature.
Storage Cost. The storage cost of our scheme is presented in Table 8. Here, we assume that key generation is set up
for N = 1024 sessions and analyze the cost based on this assumption. Note that, we do not store the whole Merkle
trees in memory. For fast signing procedure, we only store the root hash of lower level Merkle trees (M Ti ), which
cT only needs to access its leaf
costs 3.3 × 10−2 MB for 1024 sessions. The generation of authentication paths in M
nodes (root hashes of M Ti ), so storing the root hashes of M Ti allows us to avoid reconstructing M Ti frequently. As it
can be seen from the table, this storage cost is negligible (3.3 × 10−2 MB). Besides, a 256-bit PRNG seed is stored to
regenerate the bit-mask and hash-keys.
Communication. Table 9 presents the size of data transmitted between the remote user and the remote attestation
enclave during the signing phase. In total, 8.5 KB data needs to be transmitted.
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Verify

Sign

Key Generation

Table 7: Amortized Cost Analysis per Session of OTS-SKE Schemes in a 1024-session setup. q 0 is the number of hash
calls needed for constructing a Merkle tree with q leaves. (l = log N )
Hash based OTS-SKE
Operation
Time (ms) Repeats
sk Gen.
0.1
261 (q)
vk Gen.
0.1
261 (q)
EPUF Interface
2.24
261 (q)
Encryption
0.3
261 (q)
Masking Encryption Key
0.0003
261 (q)
Bit-Mask and Hash-Key Gen.
0.3
260 (q 0 + NN−1 )
Merkle Tree Construction
0.1006
260 (q 0 + NN−1 )
Total
Total without PUF
EPUF Interface
6.88
130 (s)
Unmasking Encryption Key
0.0003
130 (s)
Decryption
0.3
130 (s)
Mapping (φ)
1.5
1
cT Authentication Path Gen.
M
0.4006
15 ( 3(l−1)
+ 1)
2
Total (934.9 + 0.6 · l)
Total without PUF (40.55 + 0.6 · l)
Mapping (φ)
1.5
1
vk Gen.
0.1
130 (s)
M Ti Root Verification
0.1006
259 (q 0 )
Bit-Mask and Hash-Key Gen.
0.3
269 (q 0 + l)
c
M T Authentication Path Ver.
0.1006
10 (l)
Total (118.2 + 0.4 · l)

Total (ms)
26.1
26.1
584.6
78.3
0.078
80.7
26.2
819.3
234.7
894.4
0.039
39
1.5
6.01
940.9
46.55
1.5
13
26
80.7
1.006
122.2

Table 8: Total Storage Cost of Hash based OTS-SKE during Initialization for N = 1024 sessions.
Component
vk
sk
CRP
Masked AES Key
RNG Seed
M Ti Roots
Total (3 · 10−5 + 0.12 · N )

Size (bits)
256
256
3312
128
256
256

Quantity
261 × 1024 (N q)
261 × 1024 (N q)
261 × 1024 (N q)
261 × 1024 (N q)
1
1024 (N )

Total Size (MB)
8.2
8.2
105.5
4.1
3.2 × 10−5
3.3 × 10−2
125.9

Table 9: Communication Cost between the RA Enclave and Remote User during Signing (N=1024 sessions) of Hash
based OTS-SKE. (E=Sent by Enclave, U=Sent by Remote User)

Component
Nonce (U)
sk in Signature (E)
vk in Signature (E)
Authentication Path (E)
Total (8.2 + 0.03 · l)

Size (bits)
256
256
256
256

Quantity
1
130 (s)
131 (q − s)
10 (l)

Total Size (KB)
0.031
4.06
4.09
0.31
8.5

Lines of Code (LoC) within the RA Enclave. LoC is an important indicator with respect to trust as it indicates the size
of the RA enclave code which needs to be trusted not having a vulnerability which can be exploited during interactions
with the outside world and which needs to be trusted to correctly compute the RA protocol. The hash based OTS-SKE
scheme is very compact and only takes less than 500 lines of code.
Potential for Acceleration. Previously we have shown that the extended EPUF interface leads to a significant overhead
during key generation and signing which was due to the excessive amount of PUF calls performed. Potentially, in a
practical application, the EPUF interface can entirely be pushed into hardware with more circuitry and can become a
component of the TCB. Depending on the availability of resources, the number of PUFs can be increased in the TCB,
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which may allow for more parallelism and acceleration. When the key generation time becomes critical, we can reduce
it time by implementing a multi-layer signature structure as XMSSMT [74]. The basic idea is to initialize a hash-based
OTS-SKE with a small number of sessions N , then one can always expand the structure by using a session key to sign
the public key of a new hash-based OTS-SKE instance. After that, new messages can be signed by the new instance. In
this way, we can support virtually unlimited number of sessions with the cost of longer signing time.

6

Conclusion

We demonstrated for the first time how to design a Remote Attestation (RA) protocol that resists an All Digital State
Observing (ADSO) adversary during signing. Even with secure processor technology that implements access control
using hardware isolation but without any privacy guarantees (due to the recent avalanche of attacks), our remote
attestation is secure and can be used to verify computation by remote users. E.g. a remote module can verify that, rather
than a powerful ADSO adversary, a critical control system provided a received command. The new RA scheme offers a
first crucial level of trust for current attacked secure processor technology.

7
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A

Failure Rate Extended PUF Interface

In this appendix we analyse the failure probability. We select a threshold T and call positions i high confident if
coni ≥ T and call positions low confident if coni < T ; let us denote these subsets by H and L respectively. Set H can
be split into two kinds: H1 are the positions with errors ei = 1 and H0 are the positions without errors ei = 0. These
different cases correspond to the following probabilities:
k−T
X 2k + 1
P r[i ∈ H0 ] =
P j (1 − P )2k+1−j
j
j=0
P r[i ∈ L]

k+T
X

=

j=k+1−T

P r[i ∈ H1 ]

2k+1
X

=

j=k+1+T




2k + 1
P j (1 − P )2k+1−j ,
j



2k + 1
P j (1 − P )2k+1−j .
j

The probability of G ET R ESPONSE failing is at most the probability that G ET R ESPONSE fails where I is restricted to be
a subset of H0 ∪ H1 (indices in I may only correspond to confidences ≥ T ). Let h0 = |H0 | and h1 = |H1 |. Then
in order to succeed, the matrix AH must have full (row) rank so that an invertible submatrix AI exists. Since A was
selected a-priori at random, the probability of AH having full (row) rank is equal to
λ
Y

(1 − 2i−1−(h0 +h1 ) )

i=1

for h0 + h1 ≥ λ (if not, then this probability is 0). G ET R ESPONSE selects an index set I of size λ and only if these
positions correspond to a subset in H0 , then all positions are without error and s can be correctly reconstructed. This
happens with probability
  

h0
h0 + h1
h0 !(h0 − h1 − λ)!
/
=
.
λ
λ
(h0 − λ)!(h0 + h1 )!
Combining the above formulas shows that the probability of success is at least


m
X
m
P r[i ∈ H0 ]h0 P r[i ∈ L]m−h0 −h1 ·
h0 , h1
h0 +h1 =λ

·P r[i ∈ H1 ]h1

λ
h0 !(h0 − h1 − λ)! Y
(1 − 2i−1−(h0 +h1 ) ).
(h0 − λ)!(h0 + h1 )! i=1

This is in turn at least the same expression where the sum is from h0 + h1 = t to m for t ≥ λ. Therefore the probability
of failure is at most


m
X
m
1−
P r[i ∈ H0 ]h0 P r[i ∈ L]m−h0 −h1 ·
h0 , h1
h0 +h1 =t

·P r[i ∈ H1 ]h1

λ
h0 !(h0 − h1 − λ)! Y
(1 − 2i−1−(h0 +h1 ) ).
(h0 − λ)!(h0 + h1 )! i=1

By expressing 1 is a binomial over h0 and h1 we obtain that the above expression is equal to the sum of (1) and (3)
given below:


t−1
X
m
P r[i ∈ H0 ]h0 P r[i ∈ L]m−h0 −h1
·P r[i ∈ H1 ]h1
h0 , h1
h0 +h1 =0

t−1  
X
m (P r[i ∈ H0 ] + P r[i ∈ H1 ])h
·P r[i ∈ L]m−h
h

(1)

≤ exp(−2m((P r[i ∈ H0 ] + P r[i ∈ H1 ]) − t/m)2 )

(2)

=

h=0
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for t ≤ m(P r[i ∈ H0 ] + P r[i ∈ H1 ]) by Hoeffding’s inequality. The second part is


m
X
m
P r[i ∈ H0 ]h0 P r[i ∈ L]m−h0 −h1
·P r[i ∈ H1 ]h1
h0 , h1
h0 +h1 =t

·(1 −

λ
h0 !(h0 − h1 − λ)! Y
·
(1 − 2i−1−(h0 +h1 ) )).
(h0 − λ)!(h0 + h1 )! i=1

(3)

Notice that
λ
Y

(1 − 2i−1−(h0 +h1 ) )) ≥ 1 −

i=1
−(h0 +h1 )

λ

= 1 − (2 − 1)2

λ
X

2i−1−(h0 +h1 )

i=1
λ−(h0 +h1 )

≥1−2

.

This proves that (3) is at most
m
X



h0 +h1 =t

·(1 −

m
h0 , h1

P r[i ∈ H0 ]h0 P r[i ∈ L]m−h0 −h1
·P r[i ∈ H1 ]h1



h0 !(h0 − h1 − λ)!
+ 2λ−(h0 +h1 ) ),
(h0 − λ)!(h0 + h1 )!

which is at most

2λ−t

(4)

plus
m
X



h0 +h1 =t

·(1 −

m
h0 , h1

P r[i ∈ H0 ]h0 P r[i ∈ L]m−h0 −h1
·P r[i ∈ H1 ]h1



h0 !(h0 − h1 − λ)!
),
(h0 − λ)!(h0 + h1 )!

(5)

where we note that the expression in brackets equals 0 for h1 = 0 and is at most 1 for h1 > 0. Hence, (5) is at most
m  
X
m
P r[i ∈ H0 ]h0 ·
(6)
h0
h0 =0

m−h
X0



h1 =max{1,t−h0 }

m − h0
h1



P r[i ∈ L]m−h0 −h1
·P r[i ∈ H1 ]h1

The second sum is equal to
m−1−h
X 0



h1 =max{0,t−1−h0 }

m − h0
h1 + 1

P r[i ∈ L]m−1−h0 −h1
.
·P r[i ∈ H1 ]h1 +1



This is in turn equal to
m−1−h
X 0



h1 =max{0,t−1−h0 }

m − 1 − h0
h1
·



P r[i ∈ L]m−1−h0 −h1
·P r[i ∈ H1 ]h1

m − h0
P r[i ∈ H1 ].
h1 + 1

This implies that the first sum in (6) can be reduced to
m−1
X m
P r[i ∈ H0 ]h0
h0
h0 =0

=

m−1
X
h0 =0




m−1
m
P r[i ∈ H0 ]h0 ·
.
h0
m − h0
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Combining both expressions yields the upper bound
mP r[i ∈ H1 ]

(7)

times
m−1
X
h0 =0



m−1
P r[i ∈ H0 ]h0 ·
h0
m−h
X0



h1 =max{0,t−1−h0 }
m−1
X

=

h0 +h1 =t−1

m − 1 − h0
h1



P r[i ∈ L]m−1−h0 −h1
·P r[i ∈ H1 ]h1



m − 1 P r[i ∈ H0 ]h0 P r[i ∈ H1 ]h1
·P r[i ∈ L]m−1−h0 −h1 ,
h0 , h1

which is at most 1. Summarizing, the probability of failure is at most (2)+(4)+(7) for any
λ ≤ t ≤ m(P r[i ∈ H0 ] + P r[i ∈ H1 ]).
We notice that we can achieve a possibly smaller value m(m − 1)P r[i ∈ H1 ]2 in (7) if we allow one error among the t
positions from which we select a subset I in order to construct an invertible matrix AI . However, allowing one error
implies in the worst-case (if there is such an error) a search of O(n) until a set I is found without errors such that s can
be properly reconstructed. This requires a significant extra computational burden – and for this reason we want (7) to be
small in the first place.
Let us further bound (2). We notice that the median of the binomial distribution that defines P r[i ∈ H0 ] is at most
d(2k + 1)P e. So, if we require
k − T ≥ d(2k + 1)P e,
then P r[i ∈ H0 ] ≥ 1/2. Together with λ ≤ t ≤ m/2 we get
(2) ≤ exp(−2m(1/2 − t/m)2 ) = exp(−(m − 2t)2 /(2m)).
We also notice that bound (7) is, by Hoeffding’s inequality, at most
(7)

≤ m · exp(−2(2k + 1)((1 − P ) −

k−T 2
) )
2k + 1

(for k − T ≤ (2k + 1)(1 − P ) which is true for P ≤ 1/2). This new upper bound holds for all choices satisfying
k − T ≥ d(2k + 1)P e. By choosing
T = k − d(2k + 1)P e
we minimize the upper bound on (2) and obtain
(2) ≤ m · exp(−2(2k + 1)(1 − 2P − 1/(2k + 1))2 ).
Adding the upper bounds together achieves a failure probability of at most
exp(−(m − 2t)2 /(2m)) + 2λ−t
+m · exp(−2(2k + 1)(1 − 2P − 1/(2k + 1))2 ).
To bring the first two terms in balance we choose
(m − 2t)2 /(2m) = (t − λ)α with α = ln 2,
that is

2+α
1p
m−
αm((4 + α)m − 8λ)
4
4
which satisfies our requirment λ ≤ t ≤ m/2. This implies that the failure probability is at most (assuming 2λ ≤ m)
 α

p
2 · exp − ([(2 + α)m − 4λ] − αm[(4 + α)m − 8λ])
4
+m · exp(−2(2k + 1)(1 − 2P − 1/(2k + 1))2 ).
t=
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Table 10: Parameters for λ = 256 and P = 0.1.
m
869
682
665
647

k
17
8
7
6

fail
0.994 · 10−15
1.02 · 10−5
0.977 · 10−4
1.00 · 10−3

# EPUF calls
30415
11594
9975
8424

storage chall.
4.0 KB
1.6 KB
1.4 KB
1.2 KB

We may define
y = α(2λ + x) + 2x with m = 2λ + x
and write instead
 α

p
y − y 2 − 4x2
2 · exp −
4
+m · exp(−2(2k + 1)(1 − 2P − 1/(2k + 1))2 ).
We apply this formula by choosing λ = 128, and increase x until the first exp is small enough, and next we increase k
until the second exp becomes small enough, see Table 1 and 10.
Notice that one may reduce the storage of vector y if we repeat measuring 2k + 1 responses for the same challenge.
This would allows is to cut the storage of y by a factor 2k + 1. However, the above analysis will not apply. Where we
use P in our derivations we must use pc and later take the expectation over c. This generally yields worse bounds since
F (E[pc ]) ≤ E[F (p)] for ∪-convex F (.). We assume storage is not a bottleneck on which we need to save; this allows
us to use the bound proved above.
Application RA Scheme. For a single signature in remote attestation we need to mask about 2 · 128 keys of length
λ = 128 during initialization mode using G ET CRP, and retrieve 128 keys using G ET R ESPONSE when computing
a signature (if we use the hash-based OTS-SKE scheme, we need 261 keys during initialization and 130 keys when
computing a signature). For k = 7, G ET R ESPONSE gives a failure probability of ≈ 10−4 . This translates to
≈ 128 · 10−4 = 1.28 · 10−2 failure probability when computing a signature. If a signature fails to compute, then we
simply attempt to retrieve the necessary keys for the next session and inform the remote user about the new increased
session counter ctr when transmitting a successfully computed signature (for the same nonce supplied by the remote
user for verifying freshness).
Notice that if a single successful signing key recovery for a signature takes 894.4 ms (see Table 7), then including possible
failures this implies 894.4 ms·(1−0.0128)·(1+2·0.0128+3·0.01282 +. . .) = 894.4 ms·(1−0.0128)/(1−0.0128)2 =
906.0 ms expected signature computation time (which should be discounted for in Table 7).
Practical Parameter Setting. Our lower bound on m for a given failure probability is still loose with respect to a
multiplicative factor of 2. In order to achieve a failure probability of ≈ 0.0001 for G ET R ESPONSE in our simulations
we use the following calculation: Experiments with the iPUF simulator show P ≈ 0.1099. For k = 7 and T = 4
this gives P r[i ∈ H0 ] = 0.9260 and P r[i ∈ H1 ] = 1.025 · 10−9 . The probability that there exists a high confidence
position i which belongs to H1 is at most (there are at most m high confident positions)
1 − (1 −

1.025 · 10−9
1.025 · 10−9
)m ≤
· m = 1.107 · 10−9 · m.
−9
0.9260 + 1.025 · 10
0.9260 + 1.025 · 10−9

We need at least 142=128+14 highly confident positions without error so that with probability at most 2−14 = 0.00006
there exists no invertible 128×128 submatrix AI . The expected number of high confident positions is P ·m = 0.9260·m.
Since the Binomial distribution is well-approximated by the normal distribution, the probability that there are at least
p
0.9260 · m − 3.97 · 0.9260 · (1 − 0.9260) · m
(8)
high confident positions is at least 1 minus the probability of the tail of the normal distribution from 3.97 standard
deviations onward, which is 1 − 0.00004. For m = 168, the required 142 is equal to (8) and we conclude that with
probability ≥ 1 − (1.107 · 10−9 · 168 + 0.00006 + 0.00004) = 1 − 0.0001) we will have 142 high confident positions
without noise out of which we can choose 128 for constructing an invertible submatrix AI .
During signing we use the extended PUF interface 128 times. On average P · m = 0.9260 · 168 = 155.6 EPUF calls
are needed per time.
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